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1 Abstract 

1\ ne" techni4LK' is presentetl for the met~morphosis of one digital 
image illlo another, The approach gives the animator high-lcvel 
control of thc \ isual cffect hy prmiding n~tural fcature-hascd spec
itication and imeraL·tiorL Whcn uscd cffectivdy. this techni4ue can 
givc thl.' illu'>ion that thc photographed or computer gcncratcd suh
Jl'Ch arc tran.;hmning in a fluid. surrcalistie. and often dramatic way. 
Comparisons with c.xisting mcthods are drawn. and the advantagcs 
and di.;advantages ,1f cach arc examined. The ncw mcthod is thcn 
cxtendcd to alT01111llmlate 1\cyframcd Iransfonnations bctw.ccn im
age scqucnccs for motion imagc worl\. Scvcral cxamplcs are illus
tratcd with rcsulting imagcs. 

K..:~ words: Clllnputn Animation. Interpolation. Image Proc·essing. 
Shape Transformation. 

2 lntroduction 

2.1 Conventional Metamorphosis Techniques 
Mctamorphm" hctween two or morc image~ over time is a useful 
vi·araltcchni4ue. often used fm cducational or cntertainment pur
pnscs. Traditional lilmmaking techni4ues for this .:tfcct indude 
L'IL'VL'r l'llh (such as a charactcr c.xhihiting changes while running 
through a forc~t aml passing hchind severaltrces land opticalcro"
dissoiVL'. in whkh one image is fmled out while anothcr is simulta
nc·ously fadcd in i w ith makcup changc. applianccs, or ohject suhsti
tutionl. Sc'VL'ntl dassie hormr tilrns illustratc th<.: proccss: who cou ld 
forgc't thc hair-raising tnmsfonnat1011 of thc Wolfman, or thL' dra 
rnatic metamorplwsi' from Dr. Jckyllto Mr. Hydc'.' This papcr 
presL'Ilb a cnntL'Illporary solutionto the visualtransformation proh
km. 

Tal..ing the cultmg approach to thc Iimit givcs LI'\ the techni4uc of 
stop-mmion animation. in which the suhjcct is pmgrcssively trans
fonncd and photographed onc fram.c at a time. This proccss ean give 
thc p(•wc·rful illusion of continuous metamorphosis, hut it rc4uires 
much sl..ill and is H'l)' tedious wmk. Moreover. stop-motion usually 
•mtlers from the prohlcm of \isual strnhing hy not providing the 
motion hlur nnnnall) ~b·mciated with moving !ihn suhjects. A nw-

Pcrrms.-..ion lo cop~ "ithnut tt~t~ all or parl nf thi:-. m~tcrial ~~ ~ranted 

pro\ llkd !hat thc copic' ar~ nor maJc "' JistrihutcJ l(>r uir.:ct 
c·omnwrl'ial ad\anta!!c. thc AC!\·1 mpynght noticc anJ thc titlc of thc 
putlli{:atlon (.tnLI it~ t.latt?" appear. anLI notil'l' 1:-. giv ... ~n th.:.u ... ·opyin~ i~ hy 
J1l~rnu~:-.ion nf 1h ... · A~~n~.-·ü.~tinn ft•r ComptHing ~l;.tchincry. To cop} 
other~A·i~"-'. or tn rcpuhlish, reyuin:~ a fl't..' anLI/or ..,pcciflc penni:-.:·aon. 
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t ton-controllcd variant c~lled go motion 1 in which the fr~mc-hy
framc \Uhjects are photo)!raphed whilc moving 1 can providc thc 
pmpcrmotion hlur!o cr<.:ate a mon· natural effect. hut the cornplcxity 
of th.- modeh. rnotion hardware. and re4uircd skill~ hccmnc-. even 
grcatcr. 

2.2 3D Computer Graphics Techniques 
Wt? can u~e tcchnology in other \\ay' to hclp hutld a mctamorphosis 
tool. For exampk. wc can usc computcr graphiL·, to modcl and 
render imagcs w hich transfonn nvcr time. 

Onc ;tpproach irwolves the rcpre,cntation of a pair of threc-dimcn
'ional ohjech as a collcction nf polygons. Thc verticcs of thc Jirq 
ohject arc then disrlaccd o"er time to coincrde in pmition wrth 
corrL'spomling \ertiee., of the \l'Ctl!ld ohjccL. with color and othcr 
altrihutcs ,imilarly interpolatcd. Thc chief prohlem with thr' tcch
ni4ue is thc difliculty in cstahlishing a dc\irahlc venex corrc,pon
dc-nn:: this nftcn imposes inconvcnic·nt constrainh on the )!Cometric 
rcpresentation of the ohjcch. -.uch a' rc4uinng the same numh<.:r of 
polygons in each modcl. Even if these condition' are met. prohlcms 
'till arise when the topologies of the two ohjecb differ !such as when 
one objecl has a hole through it 1. or w hen the fcaturcs mustmovc in 
a compkx w ay (such as sliding along the nhjcct surfacc from hack 
to front). This direct point-rnlcrpol~tion tcchni4ue can hc etfective. 
IHnH'Vl'r. for Iransfonnations in which thc data corrcspomkncc and 
tlllcrpnlation raths are simple. For example. thc technique was 
succes,fully us~d for the interpolation of a rcgular grid of JD 
sc;mned data in "Star Trck IV: Thc Voyag.c Horne" II J 1. Methods 
for automatically gcncrating corresponding venices or polygons for 
ullcrpolat ion havc lxen dcvl'loped. I" II fl I 

Othcr computn graphics techni4ue, which can h<.: uscd for ohject 
llK'tamorphosis indudc ,oJid defonnations 1111 I 21 and particlc 
systems! 101. ln each casc the .1D modcl ofthe tirst ohject j, 
transfonncd to h;tvc thc shape and 'urface properlies of the second 
modcl. and the resulting anim~tion j, r.:ndercd and reconh:d. 

2.3 20 Computer Graphics Techniques 
Whilc threc-dimensional ohjcct nwtamorphosi~ isanatural ,olution 
whcn hoth nhjec·ts are easily rnodelcd for the computer. offen the 
comple~rty uf thc 'iuhjccts makes thi-. approach impractical. For 
examplc, many applications of the cllect rcljuirc tran,fonnations 
hetwel'n n>rnplcx ohjects such as animah. In this case it h oftcn 
rasier to manipulate scanned photograph' of the scene using two
dimcmional imagc proccs:-in)! techni4ucs than 10 attempt to modcl 
and render thc details of thc animal's appearancc for thc computer. 

The stmplcstmethod for changing one digrtal image rnto anothcr is 
simply to cross-dis,olve lxtwe.cn them. Thc color of cach pixcl is 
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interpolated over time from the first image value to the correspond
ing second image value. While this method is moreflexible than the 
traditional optical approach (simpliFying, For example, different 
dissolve ratesindifferent image areas), it is still oFten ineffective For 
suggesting the actual metamorphosis From one subject to another. 
This may be partially due to the Fact that we are accustomed to seeing 
this visual device used Foranother purpose: the linking oFtwo shots, 
usually signiFying a Japse oF time and a change in place [7]. 

Another method for transforming one image into another is to use a 
!wo-dimensional "particle system" to map pixels From one image 
onto pixels from the second image. As the pixel tiles move overtime 
the first image appears to disintegrale and then restructure itseiFinto 
the second image. This technique is used in several video effects 
systems (such as the Quantel Mirage) [ II]. 

Another Iransformation method involves image warping so that the 
original image appears tobe mapped onto a regular shape such as a 
plane orcylinder. This technique has limited application towards the 
general Iransformations under consideration in this paper, but has 
the advantage of several real-time implementations For video (such 
as the Ampex ADOJ [ II ). Extensions include mapping the image 
onto a Free-Form surface: one system has even been used for real
time animation oF Facial images [8]. 

Other interesting image warps have been described by Holzmann 
[3] [4], Smith [14], and Wolberg[ 16]. 

2.4 Morphing 
We use the term "morphing" to describe the combination of gener
alized image warping with a cross-dissolve between image ele
ments. The term is derived from "image metamorphosis" and should 
not be confused with morphological image processing operators 
which detect image features. Morphing is an image processing 
technique typically used as an animation tool For the metamorphosis 
from one image to another. The idea is to specify a warpthat distorts 
the first image into the seconct". lts inverse will distort the second 
image into the first. As the metamorphosis proceeds, the first image 
is gradually distorted and is faded out, while the second image starts 
out totally distorted toward the first and is faded in. Thus, the early 
images in the sequence are much like the first source image. The 
middle image ofthe sequence is the average ofthe first source image 
distorted halfway toward the second one and the second source 
image distorted halfway back toward the first one. The last images 
in the sequence are similar to the second source image. The middle 
image is key; if it Iooks good then probably the entire animated 
sequence will Iook good. For morphs between Faces, the middle 
image often Iooks strikingly life-like, like a real person, but clearly 
it is neither the person in the first nor second source images. 

The morph process consists oF warping two images so that they have 
the same "shape", and then cross dissolving the resulting images. 
Cross-dissolving is simple; the majorproblern is how to warp an 
image. 

Morphing has been used as a computer graphics technique for at 
least a decade. Tom Brigham used a form of morphing in experi
mental art at NYlT in the early 1980's. lndustrial Light and Magie 
used morphing for cinematic special effects in Wi//ow and /ndiana 
Jones and rhe Lasr Crusade. All ofthese examples are given in 
Wolberg's excellent treatise on the subject[IS]. 

Wolberg's book effectively covers the fundamentals of digital image 
warping, culminating in a mesh warping technique which uses spline 
mapping in two dimensions. This technique is both fastand intuitive: 
efficient algorithms exist for computing the mapping of each pixel 
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from the control grid, and a rubber-sheet mental model works effec
tively For predicting the distortion behavior. It will be compared to 
our technique in detail below. 

2.5 Field Morphing 
We now introduce a new technique for morphing based upon fields 
oF influence surrounding two-dimensional control primitives. We 
call this approach "field morphing" but will often simply abbreviate 
to "morphing" for the remainder oFthis paper. 

3 Mathematics of Field Morphing 

3.1 Disfortion of a Single Image 
There are two ways to warp an image [ 15]. The lirst, called Forward 
mapping, scans through the source image pixel by pixel, and copies 
them to the appropriate place in the destination image. The second, 
reverse mapping, goes through the destination image pixel by pixel, 
and samples the correct pixel from the source image. The most 
important Feature of inverse mapping is that every pixel in the 
destination image gets set to something appropriate. In the forward 
mapping case, some pixels in the destination might not get painted, 
and would have tobe interpolated. We calculate the image deForrna
tion as a reverse mapping. The problern can be stated "Wh ich pixel 
coordinate in the source image do we sample for each pixel in the 
destination image?" 

3.2 Transformation wlth One Pair of Llnes 
A pair oF lines (one defined relative to the source image, the other 
defined relative to the destination image) defines a mapping from 
one image to the other. (in this and all other algorithms and equa
tions, pixel coordinatesareHOLD UPPERCASE ITAl/CS, lines 
are specified by pairs of pixel coordinates(PQ), scalars arehold 
lowercase italics, and primed variables (X', u') are values defined 
relative to the source image. We use the terrn line to mean a directed 
line segment.) 

A pair of corresponding lines in the source and destination images 
defines a coordinate mapping from the destination image pixel 
coordinate X to the source image pixel coordinate X' suchthat Fora 
line PQ in the destination image and P'Q' in the source image. 

u == 

JJ 

(X-P) · (Q P) 

IIQ Pil
2 

v · Perpendicu/ar ( Q' 
X'== P'+u· (Q' P') + IIQ'-P'II 

(I) 

(2) 

P') 
(3) 

where Perpendicular() retums the vector perpendicular to. and the 
same length as, the input vector. (There are two perpendicular 
vectors; either the leFt or right one can be used, as long as it is 
consistently used throughout.) 

The value u is the position along the line, and v is the distance from 
the line. The value u goes from 0 to 1 as the pixel moves from P to 
Q, and is less than 0 or greater than I outside that range. The value 
for v is the perpendicular distance in pixels from the line. Jf there is 
just one line pair, the Iransformation oF the image proceeds as 
follows: 



Foreach pixel X in the destination image 
lind the corresponding u,v 
lind the X' in the source imageforthat u,l' 
destinationimage(X) = sourceimage(X') 

.Q 
,------Q~.---------, 

+ 

X tJ----L-x• 

u 

P' 
Destination Image Source Image 

Figure I: Single line pair 

In Figure 1. X' is the location to sample the source image for the 
pixel at X in the destination imagc. The location is at a distance v 
(the distance from the line to the pixel in the source image) from the 
line P'Q'. and at a proportion u along that line. 

The algorithm transforms each pixel coordinate by a rotation, trans
lation, andlor a scale, thereby transforming the whole image. All of 
the pixels along the line in the source image are copied on top of the 
line in the destination image. Because the u coordinate is normalized 
by the length of the line, and the v coordinate is not (it is always 
distance in pixeb), the images is scaled along the direction of the 
lines by the ratio of the lengths of the lines. The scale is only along 
the direction of the line. Wehave tried scaling the v coordinate by 
the length ofthe line, so that the scaling is always uniform, but found 
that the given formulation is more useful. 

" : I I I I I 

t j u +-

.;._ -+ 
l 

+ 

lt-

I 
j 

ttt 
Figure 2: Single line pair examples 

The tigure on the upper left is the original image. The line is rotated 
in the upper right image, translated in the lower left image. and 
scaled in the lower right image, performing the corresponding Irans
formations to the image. 

It is possible to get a pure rotation of an image if the two lines are 
the same length. A pair of lines !hat are the same length and orien-
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tation but different positions specities a Iranslaiion of an image. All 
Iransformations based on a single line pair are affine. but not all 
affine Iransformationsare possible. In particular, uniform scales and 
shears are not possible to specify. 

3.3 Transformation wlth Multiple Pairs of Lines 
Multiplepairs of lines specify more complex transformations. A 
weighting of the coordinate Iransformations for each line is per
formed. A position X;' is calculated for each pair of lines. The 
displacement D; =X;'- Xis the differcnce between the pixellocation 
in the source and destination images, and a weighted average of 
thosc displacements is calculated. The weight is determined by the 
distance from X to the line. This average dispiacement is added to 
the current pixellocation X to determine the position X' to sample 
in the source image. The single line case falls out as a special case 
of the multiple line case, assuming the weight never goes to zero 
anywhere in the image. The weight assigned to each line should be 
strongest when the pixel is exactly on the line, and weaker the further 
the pixel is from it. The equation we use is 

" 
weight ( 

lengtll' ) (4) 
(a + dist) 

where length is the length of a line. dist is the distance t from the 
pixel to the line, and a, b, and p are constants that can be used to 
change the relative effect of the lines. 

lf a is barely greater than zero. then if the distance from the line to 
the pixel is zero, the strength is nearly infinite. With this value for 
a, the user knows that pixels on the line will go exactly where he 
wants them. Values !arger than that will yield a more smooth warp
ing, but with less precise control. The variable b determines how the 
relative strengthofdifferent lines falls off with distance. If it is I arge. 
then every pixel will be affected only by the line nearest it. If b is 
zero, then each pixel will be affected by alllines equally. Values of 
bin thc range [0.5, 2] are the most useful. The value of p is typically 
in the range [0, I]; if it is zero, then alllines have the same weight, 
if it is one, then Ionger lines have a greater relative weight than 
shorter lines. 

The multiple line algorithm is as follows: 

Foreach pixel X in the destination 
DSUM=(O,O) 
weightsum = 0 
Foreach line P; Q; 

calculate u,v based on P; Q; 
calculate X'; based on u,v and P;'Q;' 
calculate displacement D; =X;'- X; for this line 
dist = shortest distance from X toP; Q; 
weight = (/engtli' I (a + dist) )b 

DSUM += D; * weight 
weightsum += weight 

X'= X+ DSUM I weightsum 
destinationimage(X) = sourcelmage(X') 

t Note that because these "lines" are directed Iine segments, the 
distance from a line to a point is abs( v) ifO < u < I, the distance from 
P to the point if u < 0, and the distance from Q to the point if u > I. 
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Figure 3: Multiple line pairs 

In the above figure, X' is the location to sample the source image for 
the pixel at X in the destination image. That location is a weighted 
average of the two pixellocations X/ and X/, computed with 
respect to the first and second line pair, respectively. 

lf the value a is set to zero there is an undefined result if two Jines 
cross. Each line will have an infinite weight at the intersection point. 
We quote the Jine from Ghosrbusrers: "Don't cross the streams. 
Why? lt would be bad." This gets the point across, andin practice 
does not seem tobe too much of a Iimitation. The animator's mental 
model when working with the program is that each Jine has a field 
of infl uence around it, and will force pixels near it to stay in the 
corresponding positionrelative to the Iine as the line animates. The 
closer the pixels are to a Jine, the more closely they follow the motion 
ofthat Jine, regardless of the motion of other lines. This mental 
model gives the animator a gocxt intuitive feel for what will happen 
as he designs a metamorphosis. 

Figure 4: Multiple Jine pair example 

With two or more lines, the Iransfonnation is not simple. The figure 
on the left is the original image, it is distoned by rotating the line 
above the F around its first point. The whole image is distorted by 
this transformation. It is still not possible to do a uniform scale or a 
shear with multiple lines. Alroost any pair of lines results in a non
affine transfonnation. Still, it is fairly obvious to the user what 
happens when lines are added and moved. Pixels near the lines are 
moved along with the lines, pixels equally far away from two lines 
are influenced by both of them. 

3.4 Morphlng Between lWo Images 
A morph Operation blends between two images, /0 and /J. To do 
this, we define corresponding lines in 10 and 11. Each intermediate 
frame/ of the metamorphosis is defined by creating a new set of line 
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segments by interpolating the lines from their positions in /0 to the 
positions in /1. Both images 10 and 11 are distoned toward the 
position of the lines in /. These two resulting images are cross
dissolved throughout the metamorphosis, so that at the beginning, 
the image is completely 10 (undistoned because we have not yet 
begun to interpolate away from the line positions associated with 
10). Halfway through the metamorphosis it is halfway between /0 
and /1, and finally at the end it is completely 11. Note that there is a 
chance that in some ofthe intermediate frames, two lines may cross 
even if they did not cross in the source images. 

Wehave used two different ways of interpolating the lines. The first 
way is just to interpolate the endpoints of each line. The second way 
is to interpolate the center position and orientation of each line, and 
interpolate the length of each line. In the first case, a rotating line 
would shrink in the middle ofthe metamorphosis. On the other hand, 
the second case is not very obvious to the user, who might be 
surprised by how the Jines interpolate. In any case, Ietting the user 
see the interpolated position helps him design a good set of begin
ning and end positions. 

3.5 Performance 
For video-resolution images (720x486 pixels) with 100 Jine pairs, 
this algorithm takes about 2 minutes per frarne on a SGI 4025. The 
runtime is proportional to the number of lines times the number of 
pixels in the image. For interactive placement of the Iines, Iow 
resolution images are typically used. As is usually the case with any 
computer animation, the interactive design time is the dominant 
time; it often takes I 0 times as Iong to design a metamorphosis than 
to compute the final frarnes. 

4 Advantages and Disadvantages of this Tech· 
nique 

This technique has one big advantage over the mesh warping tech
nique described in Wolberg's book[ 15]: it is much more expressive. 
The only positions that are used in the algorithm are ones the 
animatorexplicitly created. Forexample, when morphing two faces, 
the animator might draw Iine segmentsdown the middle of the nose, 
across the eyes, along the eyebrows, down the edges of the cheeks, 
and along the hairline. Everything that is specified is moved exactly 
as the animator wants them moved, and everything eise is blended 
smoothly based on those positions. Adding new line segments in
creases control in that area without affecting things too much every
where else. 

This feature-based approach contrasts with the rnesh warping tech
nique. In the simples! version ofthat algorithm, the animator must 
specify in advance how many control points to use to control the 
image. The animator must then take those given points and move 
them to the correctlocations. Points left unmodified by mistake or 
points for which the animator could not find an associating feature 
are still used by the warping algorithm. Often the animatorwill find 
that he does not have enough control in some places and too much 
in others. Every point exens the sarne arnount of infl.uence as each 
of the other points. Often the features that the animator is trying to 
match are diagonal, whereas the mesh venices startout venical and 
horizontal, and it is difficult for the animator to decide which mesh 
venices should be pul along the diagonalline. 

Wehave found that trying to position dozens of mesh points around 
is like trying to push a rope; something is always forced where you 
don't want it to go. With our technique the control of the line 
segments is very natural. Moving a line around has a very predict
able effect. Extensions of the mesh warping technique to allow 



refinement of the mesh would make that technique much more 
expressive and useful(2]. 

Another problern with the spline mesh technique is thatthe two-pass 
algorithm breaks down for I arge rotational distortions (bottleneck 
problern )( 141115). The intennediate image in the two pass algorithm 
might be distorted to such an extcntthat infonnation is lost. lt is 
possible do mesh warping with a one-pass algürithm that would 
avoid this problem. 

The two biggcst disadvantages of our feature-based technique are 
speed and control. Because it is global, allline segments need to be 
refercnced for evcry pixel. This contrasts with the spline mesh, 
which can have local control (usually the 16 spline point.~ nearest 
the pixel need be considered). 

Bctween the lines, sometimes unexpected interpolations are gener
ated. The algorithm tries to gucss what should happen far away from 
the linc '>cgments: sometimcs it makes a mistake. This problern 
usually manifcsts itself as a "'ghost" of apart of the image showing 
up in some unrelated part ofthc interpolatcd image. caused by some 
unforeseen combination ofthe spccified line segmcnts. Adebugging 
tool can be useful in this case. in which the user can pointto a pixel 
in the intcrpolated image and thc source pixcl b displaycd, showing 
where that pixel originated. Using this infonnation. the animatorcan 
usually move a linc or add a new one to fix the problem. 

Figure 6: Ghostbusting 

ln Figure 6, the top left image is the original. Moving the horizontal 
line down creates a ghost abovc the line, that is made from pixels 
copied from the top edge of the F. The botiom lcft image shows onc 
fix. shrinking thc vcrtical linc to match thc horizontal one. lf thc 
venicalline must maintain its length for some other reason, then the 
ghost can bc eliminated by breaking the verticalline into two parts, 
as shownon thc lowcr right. 

5 Animated Sequences 

II is often useful to morph between two sequences of live action, 
rather than just two still imagcs. The morph technique can easily be 
extended to apply to this problem. lnstead of just marking corre
sponding features in thc two images. there needs tobe a set of line 
segment.~ at key frames for each sequence of images. These sets of 
~egments are interpolated 10 get the two set~ for a particular frame, 
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and then the above two-image metamorphosis is perfonned on the 
two frames, one from each strip of live action. This creates much 
more work for the animator, because instead of marking features in 
just two images he will need to mark features in many key frames 
in two sequences of live aclion. For cxamplc. in a transition between 
two moving faces, the animator might have to draw a line down the 
nosein each of 10 kcyframes in both sequences, requiring 20 indi
vidualline segments. However, thc increase in realism of metamor
phosis of live action compared to still images is dramatic, and worth 
the effon. The sequences in the Michael Jackson video, Black or 
White, were done this way. 

6 Results 

We have bcen using this algorithm at Pacific Data Images for the 
last two years. The first projects involved interpolation of still 
images. Now, almost all of the projects involve morphing of Iive
action sequences. 

While the program is Straightforward and fun to use, it still requires 
a Iot of work from thc animator. The first project using the tool, {the 
Plymmah Foyager metamorphosis), involved morphs bctween nine 
pairs of still images. It took three animator-weeks to complete the 
project. While it was very quick to get a good initial approximation 
of a transition, the finaltweaking took the majority of the time. Of 
coursc. it was the first experience any of us had with the tool, so 
there was some leaming time in those three animator-weeks. Also, 
a ]arge amount of time was spent doing traditional special effects 
work on top of the morph feature matching. For example, the images 
had tobe extracted from the background (using a digital paint 
program), somc color balancing needed tobe done. and the fore
ground elements had tobe separatcd fonn each other (more paint
ing). Theseelements were morphed separately,then matted together. 
On current morph production jobs at PD I, we estimate that about 
20-40 percent of the time is spent doing the actual metamorphosis 
design. while the rest of the time is used doing traditional special 
effects. 
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Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 10

Figure 7 shows  the lines drawn  over the a face. figure  9 shows  the
lines drawn  over a second  face. Figure 6 shows  the morphed  image.
with  the interpolated lines drawn  over it.

Figure 10 shows  the first face with the lines and a grid. showing  how
it is distorted to the position of the lines in the intermediate frame.
Figure 11 shows  the second face distorted to the same intermediate
position. The  lines in the top and bottom  picture are in the same
position. We have  distorted the two images  to the same “shape”.

Note  that  outside the outline of the faces. the grids are warped  vei-y
differently in the two images.  but because  this is the background.  it
is not important. If there  were background features  that  needed to
be matched.  lines could have  been  drawn  over them as well.

40 Figure 9 Figure 11
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Figure 12 Figure 14

Figure  I2 IS the first face disrot-red IO the intermediate position.
vvirhour  the grid or lines. Figure 13 is the second  face distorted
toward  that same posirion.  Note that the blend  berween  the two
disroned images  is much more  life-like than rhe either of the dis[o17-
ed images  themselves. We have noticed rhis happens  very frequent-
ly

The  tinal sequence  is figures  14. 15. and 16.

Figure 15

Figure  13 Figure 16
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Figure 17 
A sequence from Micllael Jackson's Black or White 

(Courtesy MJJ Productions) 


